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Five ways of looking at Springer Math/Stats ebook usage at LSU 
Springer is by the largest source of ebook usage at LSU 
Last chart (next page) not to scale.  2015 and 2016 usage of 2012 publications, including Ordinary Differential 
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Total Springer ebooks usage 2012-July, 2017
Local Usage Data Issue 
 Springer Math/Stats ebook chapter downloads at LSU 
 Print circulation in math and statistics over time at LSU 
 Selected math and statistics journal article downloads at LSU 
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Springer Math/Stats ebooks published by year, with those used at least 
once during 2013-2016









Springer ebook chapter downloads by package and year










2013 2014 2015 2016
Springer Math/Stats titles used by year, and distribution of years of 
publication










2013 2014 2015 2016
Springer ebook chapter downloads by year and publication year
2015 and 2016 downloads for 2012 publication year not to scale! (43847 in 2015 
and 26439 in 2016, mostly Ordinary Differential Equations by Adkins and Davidson)  
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Five ways of looking at Springer Math/Stats ebook usage at LSU, continued 
Springer is by the largest source of ebook usage at LSU 
Right chart not to scale.  2015 and 2016 usage of 2012 publications, including Ordinary Differential Equations, 











Checkouts by FY, call numbers QA000-QA272










Checkouts by FY, call numbers QA273-QA999
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Above: QA1, journals; QA2-7, conferences; QA11-20, teaching; QA75-76, computer science; QA100-149, arithmetic; 
QA150-163, algebra; QA164-168, combinatorics; QA184-209, linear algebra; QA240-247, number theory; QA250-266, 
additional algebraic topics. 
Below: QA273-274, probability; QA275-280, statistics; QA290-298, sequences and numerical analysis; QA300-318, 
analysis; QA 319-329, functional analysis; QA330-369, functions; QA370-399, differential equations; QA400-402, sys-
tems and control; QA403-405, harmonic analysis; QA564-608, algebraic geometry; QA610-613, topology; QA641-699, 
differential geometry; QA900-930, mechanics of deformable bodies.  
































3.72 1112 4.01 10846 366 379 331 292 182 
Biometrics** Wiley 0.15 99 1.942 19952 293 209 252 298 464 
Comm Pure 
App 
Wiley 2.79 664 4.105 8686 71 57 51 40 65 
Duke Math J Duke UP 2.23 756 2.417 5710 36 46 20 30 32 
Inventiones Springer 2.83 895 2.96 8486 * 170 130 126 120 
J AMS** AMS 3.47 520 3.946 3327 83 59 37 18 24 
J A Stat 
Asoc** 
T & F 0.68 547 3.383 31065 454 342 352 357 353 
J Diff Equ Elsevier 1.72 2964 2.222 12109 25 45 67 83 268 
J Math Anal Elsevier 0.79 3558 1.151 19970 75 186 152 129 400 
J Roy Stat 
Soc B** 
Wiley 1.6 279 4.61 19880 92 123 138 144 134 
Proc AMS** AMS 0.62 1357 0.667 10706 314 343 187 78 112 
Pub Math 
Inst Haut Et 
Sci 
Springer 4.09 188 3.804 1116 * 16 13 19 13 
SIAM J Cont 
Optim 
SIAM 1.82 769 1.965 7175 12 23 34 91 58 
SIAM J Num 
Anal 
SIAM 1.86 1294 2.537 10137 44 178 768 121 102 
SIAM Rev SIAM 0.95 314 7.26 7345 21 55 171 27 23 
Stat in Med Wiley 0.04 67 2.524 22008 44 44 125 212 84 
TransAMS** AMS 1.21 1579 1.362 13442 476 250 240 109 71 
Journal article downloads for selected mathematics and statistics journals  
*Springer 2012 downloads numbers seem too low to make sense. 








TRANS AMS AMS 47 Yes 
ADV MATH Elsevier 41 Yes 
INVENTIONES Springer 38 Yes 
COMM MATH PHYS Springer 37 Yes 
J FUNCT ANALYSIS Elsevier 28 Yes 
PROC AMS AMS 27 Yes 
J ALGEBRA Elsevier 26 Yes 
J COMB THEO B Elsevier 26 Yes 
ANN MATH Princeton 26 Yes 
MATH ANN Springer 20 Yes 
J PURE APP ALGE-
BRA 
Elsevier 19 Yes 
PROC LONDON 
MATH S 
Wiley 16 Yes 
INTL MATH RES 
NOT 
Oxford 16 Yes 
AMER J MATH JHUP (Proj Muse) 16 Yes 
DUKE MATH J Duke 15 Yes 
PACIFIC J MATH AMS 15 Yes 
SIAM J OPTIM SIAM 13 Yes 
J MATH ANAL APP Elsevier 13 Yes 
J NUM THEO Elsevier 12 Yes 
MATH RES LET Intl Pr Boston 12 Yes 
J LONDON MATH S-
2ND 
Wiley 12 Yes 
COMM PURE APP 
MATH 
Wiley 11 Yes 
ACTA MATH Springer 11 Yes 
MOSCOW MATH J AMS 11 No 
MATH ZEITS Springer 11 Yes 
COMPOS MATH Cambridge 11 Yes 
ADV APP MATH Elsevier 11 Yes 
TOP AND APP Elsevier 10 Yes 
J REINE ANGEW 
MATH 
DeGruyter 10 No 
GEOM & TOP Math Sci Pub 9 Yes 
J COMB THEO A Elsevier 9 Yes 
AMER MATH MON MAA (JSTOR 4-yr 
wall) 
9 No 
MATH PROGRAM Springer 9 Yes 







SIAM J NUM ANAL SIAM 49 Yes 
J COMB THEO S B Elsevier 39 Yes 
IEEE TRANS AUTO 
CONTR 
IEEE 37 Yes 
NUMER MATH Springer 36 Yes 
MATH COMPUT AMS 32 Yes 
CHAOS AIP 26 Yes 
AUTOMATICA Elsevier 24 Yes 
SIAM J OPTIM SIAM 23 Yes 
SIAM J CONT OPTIM SIAM 22 Yes 
PHYS REV LETT APS 19 Yes 
MATH PROGRAM Springer 16 Yes 
J COMPUT PHYS Elsevier 16 Yes 
TRANS AMS AMS 15 Yes 
SIAM J MATH ANAL SIAM 14 Yes 
COMPUT METH APP 
MECH ENG 
Elsevier 13 Yes 
J SCI COMPUT Springer 13 Yes 
SIAM J SCI COMPUT SIAM 13 Yes 
J MATH ANAL APP Elsevier 12 Yes 
J MECH PHYS SOLIDS Elsevier 11 Yes 
SIAM J IMAGING SCI SIAM 11 Yes 
ACM TRANS MATH 
SOFTW 
ACM 10 Yes 
ESAIM-MATH MODNUM 
ANAL 
EDP 10 No 
J FLUID MECH Cambridge 10 Yes 
J CHEM PHYS AIP 10 Yes 
ARCH RAT MECH ANAL Springer 10 Yes 
J COMPUT APP MATH Elsevier 9 Yes 
DISCRETE MATH Elsevier 9 Yes 
J AMER CHEM S ACS 9 Yes 
PHYS REV B APS 8 Yes 
COMPUT OPTIM APP Springer 8 Yes 
IMA J NUM ANAL Oxford 8 Yes 
ADV APP MATH  Elsevier 8 Yes 
J APP MECH TRANS 
ASME 
ASME 8 Yes 
SIAM J COMPUT  SIAM 8 Yes 
APP NUM MATH  Elsevier 7 Yes 
Top journals cited by LSU-authored (coauthored) mathematics articles with publication 
years 2015-2017 and indexed in Web of Science (WoS)   
Left: WoS category, “Mathematics,” 107 articles. Right: WoS category, “Applied Mathematics,” with overlap with “Mathematics” subtract-
ed, 60 articles.  Articles in more than one reference list are counted only once (due to limitations of WoS interface). 
 6 
Journal Publisher Articles cited 
2015-2017 
LSU Subscription 
BIOMETRICS Wiley 26 Yes 
STATISTICS IN MED Wiley 20 Yes 
COMPUT STAT DATA ANAL Elsevier 20 Yes 
TECHNOMETRICS Taylor & Francis 14 Yes 
J AMER STAT ASSOC Taylor & Francis 13 Yes 
NUCLEIC ACIDS RES PubMed Central 12 Yes 
J ROY STAT SOC C-APP STAT Wiley 11 Yes 
BIOMETRIKA Oxford UP 11 Yes 
STAT MODELLING Sage 10 Yes 
J CLIN ONCOLOGY Amer Soc Clinical 
Oncology 
9 No 
BIOINFORMATICS Oxford UP 8 Yes 
J ROY STAT SOC B-METH Wiley 7 Yes 
CLINICAL TRIALS Sage 7 Yes 
STAT AND COMPUT Springer 6 Yes 
J STAT SOFTWARE UCLA Stats Dept 6 Yes 
CONTROL CLIN TRIALS Sage 6 Yes 
J COMPUT GRAPH STAT Amer Stats Assoc 5 No 
J STAT PLAN & INFER Elsevier 5 Yes 
CHEMOMET INTEL LAB SYS Elsevier 4 Yes 
MOLE BIO & EVOL Oxford UP 4 Yes 
Top journals cited by LSU-authored (coauthored) statistics and probability articles with 
publication years 2015-2017 and indexed in Web of Science (WoS)   
Articles in more than one reference list are counted only once (due to limitations of WoS interface). 
